G3430 GEHEIMECODE WILDGANSE (W. GERMANY/ITALY, 1985)
(Other titles: Codename wildgeese; Nom de code: cies sauvages; Wild geese five; Wild rainbow)

Credits: director, Antonio Margheriti (as Anthony M. Dawson); writer, Michael Lester.
Cast: Lewis Collins, Lee Van Cleef, Ernest Borgnine, Klaus Kinski.
Summary: Action/adventure film set in the contemporary Golden Triangle area of northwest Thailand. Capt. Wesley (Collins) organizes a mercenary force to enter the Golden Triangle area of Thailand/Burma to destroy a major heroin factory and stockpile. The businessmen working with Wesley’s boss, drug enforcement agent Fletcher (Borgnine), of course turn out to be bad guys.

[Geheimecode wildganse] Screen international n.483 (Feb 9, 1985), p. 86.